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Resumo

Este trabalho aborda o problema linear quadratico com horizonte in-
finite, envolvendo sistemas cujos parametros estao sujeitos a saltos Mar-
kovianos com um conjunto enumeravel de estados de Markov, bem como
o conjunto enumeravel de equacocs de Riccati associado. 0 problema é

tratado em uma perspectiva geral, na qual nao se requer que o controlador
6timo estabilize o sistema. Neste contexto, mostra-se que o controle 6timo
é estacionario, na forma de realizentacao linear de estados. Com respeito
as equacfies de Riccati, mostra-se que uma condicfio necessaria e suficiente
para que o problema de controle tenha uma solucao é que o conjunto de
solucoes das equacées de Riccati nao seja vazio, generalizando resultados
anteriores nos quais condicoes de estabilizabilidade garantiam existéncia de
solucoes. Também se mostra que as equacoes de Riccati servem como uma
condicfio necessaria de otirnalidade. Em um dos resultados mais importan-
tes, a relacao entre a solucao do problema de controle e a solucao minima
da Riccati é estabelecida, demonstrando que a solucao minima proporciona
a sintese do controlador 6timo. Um resultado obtido de passagem consiste
no fato que a solucao minima das equacoes dc Riccati é (mica, Os resulta-
dos alcancados estendem resultados antes disponiveis para sistemas lineares
deterministicos. Exemplos numéricos ilustrativos sao apresentados.

Abstract

The paper addresses the infinite horizon linear quadratic control prob-
lem for systems with countable Markov jump parameters, and the associated
countable set of coupled algebraic Riccati equations. The problem is consid-
ered in a general optimization setting in which the solution is not required to
be stabilizing in any sense. In this context we show that the optimal control
is a stationary state feedback policy. As regards to the Riccati equations, we
show that a necessary and sufficient condition for a solution to the control
problem to exist is that the Riccati equations have a nonempty set of solu-
tions, which generalizes previous known results requiring stabilizability as
a sufficient condition. Moreover, we show that the Riccati equations serve
as a necessary optimality condition. In one of the most important results of
the paper, the connection between the minimal solution of the Riccati equa-
tion with the control problem is clarified, showing that the minimal solution
provides the synthesis of the optimal control. In passing, this provides that
the minimal solution of the Riccati equations is unique. The derived results
extend previous ones for linear deterministic systems. Illustrative numerical
examples are included.



1 Introduction
In this paper we consider the linear quadratic problem for infinite Markov jump
linear systems flMJLS) and the associated infinite countable set of coupled alge-
braic Riccati equations (ICARE), which constitute solid grounds in the theory of
dynamical systems.

The IMJLS form a special class of systems which can be described by a
switching of countable many linear forms, where the switching is driven by an
underlying Markov chain with infinite state space. Apart from providing mean-
ingful models for systems subject to abrupt changes in their structure, see e.g.
[1] and [22], IMJLS present numerous results that parallel the linear deterministic
theory [4]; alremarkable exception is the fact that the adequate detectability and
stabilizability concepts for IMJLS are not dual, see [12]. In the simpler context
of finite Markov state space, we mention that the linear quadratic problem was
studied in [16] and [17], or in [8] and [10] in a convex programming perspective;
methods of solutions for the associated Riccati equations were considered in [13],
[14] and [21], the output feedback synthesis was addressed in [11] and some basic
concepts such as detectability were taken into account in [3] and [5]. In the infi-
nite context considered here, [10] and [15] provide seminal results, including the
derivation of the optimal control for the finite horizon linear quadratic problem
and the stationary optimal control (among the stabilizing controls) for the infi-
nite horizon problem; the concept of detectability and the role that it plays as a
condition for stabilizability of solutions was devised in [6] and [7] in a general
framework.

A common requirement in the field is that the control should belong to a class
of stabilizing controls, and almost all the research effort in the area was devoted to
this setup, including [10] and [15]. This observation holds true for previous works
dedicated to IMJLS with countably or finite Markov chain state, and the general
case of the nonrestricted optimization problem was not adequately addressed for
these systems up to this date. On other hand, in the purely deterministic setting,
the LQ problem without stability constraints has long been deal with, e.g. [18],
[19] or [20, Section 6]. This present paper deals with the generalized jump linear
quadratic problem (GJLQ) that does not require stabilizability of controllers in
any sense. Apart from the theoretical and practical interests of the results, we
remark that they strengthen the relations of the IMJLS theory with the one of
linear deterministic systems.

We start taldng into account a set of Riccati differential equations associated
to the finite horizon control and we show that their solution converges to a certain
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M, a solution to the ICARE, as the horizon length diverges whenever the follow-
ing condition holds: (C1) the optimal infinite horizon cost functional is bounded.
Notice that (Cl) can be interpreted as the condition of existence of (bounded)
solution to the GJLQ problem. Then we show that the GJLQ solution exists if
Cl holds, that the optimal cost reads as a quadratic form involving M and that
the optimal control is a stationary state feedback control synthesized fiom M, see
Theorem 1.

We employ the above results to show that the set of solution of the ICARE
captures the solution for the GJLQ, see Corollary 1, and the fact that the ICARE
have a nonempty set of solutions if and only if Cl holds, see Theorem 2. The
connection between the minimal solution of the ICARE and the GJLQ problem
is then addressed and we show that the limit M is identified with the minimal
solution to the ICARE, allowing us show in Theorem 3 that the solution to the
GJLQ problem is synthesized by M, in a parallel with Theorem 1. The fact that
the minimal solution to the ICARE is unique is also obtained, in passing.

2 Notation, Basic Concepts and Problem Formula-
tion

Let R" represent the usual linear space of all n—dimensional vectors. Assume that
92“ (respectively, 92") represents the normed linear space formed by all r x n real
matrices (respectively, n x n). For U E 92”, U’ denotes the transpose of U. For
U, V e ZR", U > V (U 2 V) indicates that U — V is positive definite (semidefinite).
fR"° CR”) represents the closed convex cone {U E 92" : U = U’ 2 0} (the open
cone {U6 fR" : U: U’ > 0}).

Let 17117," denote the linear space formed by sequences of matrices H = {H1 6
92“; i e Z} such that supiez ”Hill < co; also, 90,1, 5 Hi" and “HM“, = supiez ||H,-||.
Hf? Cite”) represents the closed cone {H 6 30,3, : H,- e 91“), i e S} (the open cone
{He St: :H,- e 5R"+,ie S}).

For H, W 6 fig, H 2 W indicates that H,- 2 W} for each i e Z. The notation is
similar for basic mathematical relations involving elements of fig"; e.g., H = W

means that H,- = W,- for each i e Z. In the sequel, capital letters denotes elements
of SEQ," and capital letters with an index denotes elements of ill“.

The IMJLS that we deal with in this paper are defined by the following stochas-
tic differential equation, in a probabilistic space (Q, 5,11”),

(Di 560) =A9(t)x(t) +Be(r)u(t), tZ 0, x(0) =x0, 9(0) = 90 (1)
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where x(-) e R”, u(-) E R', A, i E 8, belong to a given sequence of matrices A =
{Ahi E 8} 6 SH?" and similarly forB E 511C”, and the jump variable 9(t) is the state
of an underlying continuous-time homogeneous Markov chain 6) = {9(t);t 2 0}
having a countable state space 8 = {1, . . .} and a stationary transition rate matrix
A: [hf], i,j E S.

The state of system (I) is the compound variable (x,9). The control a is as-
sumed to belong to the class of admissible controls UT, T e [0,oo), which is de—

fined as in [15]: HT is the class of all Bore] measurable functions u : HR”, 8, [0, T]} —>

R’ such that, for each x,z G R", i e S and t e [0,T],

(i) ”1406, i, t) — 142,131)” S Hx — ZN (Lipschitz);

(ii) there exists c e R such that ||u(x,i,t)|| g c(l + ||x||) (growth condition).

The next basic concepts of stochastic stability and stabilizability are useful for
the discussion that follows.

Definition 1 (S-stability). We say that (A,A) is stochastically (S) stable when
f;E{|lx(t)H2dt} < oo,for each x(-) E R” and 90 E 8.

Definition 2 (S-stabilizability). We say that (A,B, A) is S—stabilizabIe when there
exist G e JCS," such that (A +BG, A) is MS-stable.

We shall deal with the cost functionals

T - ,_
T

I 1

Wu,s<x,z> .—E{ [0 x(r) Qe(r)x(f)+u(f) Re(r)u(1)df
(2)

Heisman}
where T 6 [0,00) is the horizon length, matrices Qi, Si and R,- belong to the se-
quences ofmatrices Q, S 6 1K”) and R E 90” respectively, and the expected value
is with respect to the initial condition x0 = x and 60 = i. For ease of notation, we
define

W,,(x,i) ;= 7111 Waggon, i), (3)

WST(x,i) ;= inf WuTs(x, i). (4)
ueuT ’



P. (Problem Formulation). The generalized infinite jump linear quadratic
(GJLQ) problem is the infinite-horizon control problem that consists ofmin-
imizing over “LL“ the cost functional Wu(x, i), i.c., for each initial condition
x0 6 R" and 60 E 8, to find

W(x0,90) = inf Wu(xo,00)
14611“

and the associate optimal control am e U‘”. We say that a solution exists
when the optimal cost is bounded.

Remark 1. In this paper; the GJLQ problem is a strict optimization problem in the
sense that we do not require that the solution stabilizes the system in any sense.
Accordingly, the class ofcontrols u is not necessarily stabilizing and the terminal
data in (3) is null, i.e., S E 0.

For later reference, we consider the following condition on the bounded of the
optimal cost, connected to the idea of existence of solutions.

Cl. (Existence of Solution to the GJLQ Problem). There exists d e R such
that, for eachx e R" and i e S, W(x, i) g d||x||2.

Remark 2. It can be shown following the arguments of[1 5, ProofofProposition
6.9] that S—stabilizability of (A, B,A) is a suficient conditionfor C1 to hold. How-
ever, the converse assertion does not hold, even in the so—called finite dimensional
context (8 z {1, . . . ,N}), as we show in Example 2.

In connection to the GJLQ problem, in this paper we address the following
ICARE. Consider H = (H1,H2, .. .) e {HEP and let us introduce the nonlinear op-
erator L zilff? —~> 965°, L(H) = (L1(H),L2(H), . . .), as

liq-(H) =A§fri+mAi—fI;B;R;‘Btltt,-+Qt+ Ely-H, (5)
jes

The ICARE are a set of countable interconnected Riccati equation, in the variable
P = (P1,Pz, . . .) e Il-CZO, which reads as follows

up) = o. (6)

Definition 3 (Minimal solution to the ICARE). We say that a solution M e on?
of the ICARE in (6) is minimal ifM 5 Pfiir any solution P 6 9&0 of the ICARE.



We also introduce the Riccati differential equation

PTO) +£(PT(t)) = 0, PT(T) = L, z 2 0 (7)

where T e [0,oo) and L = (L1,L2, . . .) e 9659. The uniqueness of solutions to (7)
was addressed in [15, Proposition 4.9]. The result is presented here for ease of
reference.

Proposition 1. There exists a unique solution PT (t) E filo, t E [0, T] T 6 [0,00),
for (7).

3 Preliminary Results
We start the section with some useful inequalities concerning the finite and infinite
horizon optimal costs.

Lemma 1. The following assertions hold:
(i) W520) 2 WST(~) wheneverMZ S;
(ii) WufMo) 2 W350) whenever M 2 s,-

(m) W<-) z M200)-

Proof. (i). For x e R” and i e S we define 17: arginfueur WuT’M(x, i) and we eval-
uate

”(SIX-xvi) = inf WuTS(x7i)
uEUT '

T
.._SE{ /0 [x(r)’Qe<t)x(r)+u(r)‘Re(t)u(r)ldr

Heisman}
T

_. __s E{ /0 [x(t)’Qe(t)x(r) +u<r)'Re<T)u(r>1dr

+x<T)'Me(T)x(T)}

= WATAx, i).

(ii) Similar to the proof of (i).



(iii) It is simple to check that
W (x, i) = inf W; (x, i)

uEU“
T

I= ugfiflE{ fo x(t) Q9(t)x(T) + u(1:)’R9(t)u(1:) (115

+ /T x(1:)’Q9(t)x(t)+u(1:)’R9(t)u(t)d1:}
T

2 iufTE{/O x(t)’Q9(t)x(t)+u(t)'R9(t)u(t)d17}
146

+ inf E{ [T wx(17)’Q9(t)x(T)+u(1:)'R9(t)u(’c)dt}
ue'LL‘”

T

2 inf E{ /0 x(17)'Q9(t)x(‘t)+u('r)'R9(t)u(17)d‘t}
1161”

= VVLTEO (x, i)‘

E]

The next result concerning the finite-horizon jump linear quadratic control
problem follows from [15, Proposition 5.6 and 5.8]. \

Proposition 2. Consider PT(t) the solution for the Riccati difierential equation
(7) with terminal condition L = S. The following assertions hold.

(i) For u 6 HT, we have that
T

Wu1:L(xi i) = X'PiT (0)x +5 { fo x(T)'Bia(r)Pe(t) (T)Be(z)x(7)

-—u(‘t)'R9(t)u(T) dT} .

(it) The optimal control for the finite-horizon control problem is given by
uop,(t) = Rg(1)Bg(t)P9(,) (t)x(t), t E [O, T ], and the optimal cost reads as follows

Winn) = minueuTWuT,L(xii) = ’P,«T(0)x

Next we present a sufficient condition for convergence of PT(0) as T —> co to
a solution of the ICARE. The result is adapted from the proof of Proposition 6.9
of [15], which is of particular interest here; the proof is omitted.
Proposition 3. Consider the Riccati diflerential equation (7). Assume that L E 0
and there exists d 2 0 such that PiT(O) 3 d], Vi, T. Then,

Pf(0) fiM as T—m,
andM E tiff? is a solution for the ICARE, i.e., L(M) = 0.



4 Main Results
The first goal in this section is to show how the solution to the GJLQ problem is
connected to the solution to the Riccati difi'erential equation (7) and the fact that
the optimal solution is in the stationary state feedback form. The next result will
be needed.

Lemma 2. Consider the Riccati difierential equation (7). Assume that L E 0 and
that condition CI holds. Then,

PT(0) —>M asT—>°°, (8)

andM 6 HE? is a solution for the ICARE, i. e., L(M) = 0.

Proof. Employing Proposition 2 and item (iii) of Lemma 1, respectively, we have
for each x E R" and i E 8 that

x/PiT(0)x = WLTEOOC’I') 5- W(xvi)

Now, from hypothesis C 1 we have that W(x, i) 5 d||x||2 = x’ (dI)x, thus leading to

x'R-T(O)x 5 x’(dI)x

for each x E R" and i e 8, thus attending the hypothesis in Proposition 3, which
provides the result. I]

The optimal control is derived in the next theorem. The control is synthesized
viaM the limit of PT(O) as T —+ co, as in Lemma 2.

Theorem 1. Assume that condition C1 holds and let M be the limit in (8). Then,
the optimal control to the GJLQ problem is the stationary feedback policy

quI(t) : ——G9(,)x(t), t 2 0

where G = —R‘lB'M and the optimal cost reads as

W(x, i) = x’Mix.

Proof From Proposition 2 we have that WLT£0 (x, i) = x’PI-T(0)x and taking limits
and employing Lemma 2 we obtain:

W(x, i) = Trig; W520 (x, i) = T1133; x'1>,.T(0)x = x’Mix. (9)
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Notice that, in principle, the optimal control obtained above, via Proposition
2, is not stationary, Next we define the stationary control

170) = —R6(i)3ia(z)Me(z)x(’)

and we show that it is optimal. Let L = S = M, recalling that S is the terminal data
in (2) and L is the terminal condition in (6). Let t —> XT (t) represent the solution
to the Riccati differential equations (6) with XT(T) = L = M. Since Lemma 2
provides that L(M) = 0, one can easily check that

XT(t) =M, VT 2 0, t e [0,T],

In this context, Proposition 2 ensures that 17 is the optimal control for the finite
horizon control problem with S = M and

W555)!“ i) = foiT(0)x = x’Mx, VT 2 o. (10)

Now, from Lemma 1 (ii) we have that Wu—T$5006, i) 3 Pig—TSEM(x, i), VT 2 O. The
above inequality, (9) and (10) lead to

"In—(xi i) = Till}; WESEO(x7 i)
11

g Tlim W17T’SEM(x, i) =x’M,-x = W(x,i)
( )

the opposite relation W.7(x, i) 2 W (x, i), comes from definition of the problem P,
completing the proof. El

In what follows we turn our attention to the ICARE and the relationship with
the GJLQ problem. We start showing that the ICARE serve as a necessary condi-
tion for optimality in the GILQ problem. The result is formalized next.

Corollary 1. Assume thatM 6 {Rio is such that W(x, i) = x’Mix, for each x e R"
and i e 8. Then, M is a solution for the ICARE, i.e., L(M) : 0.

Proof We omit the details. The fact that W(x, i) = x’Mix and M e 9&0 implies
that Cl holds with d :: supieg “Mi“. Theorem 1 provides that the optimal cost
reads as W(x, i) = x’X,x where X = limp,” PT(0) 6 HQ", thus leading to M=X.
Lemma 2 provides that L(M) = 0. D

The fact that the condition C1 serves as a necessary and sufficient condition
for existence of solutions to the ICARE is explored now, in a generalization of
previous results establishing that stabilizability is as a sufficient condition. We
shall need the next result.
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Lemma 3. LetP be a solutionfor the ICARE, i.e., P e 3&0 is such that L (P) = 0.
Then,

W(x, i) 5 x'Pix.

Proof The arguments are similar to the ones in the proof of Theorem 1 and we
omit the details. Let L = S : P and letXT (t) represent the solution to the Riccati
differential equations (6) with L = P. Employing Lemma 2 one can check that

XT(t) =P, VT 2 0,1 6 [0, T],

and employing Lemma 1 (ii) and Proposition 2 respectively we get that

ngooc, i) g WSTEPOC, i) = 'X,.T(0)x =x’P,-x, VT 2 0.

Taking limits, we finally obtain

W(x, i) S x’Pix

El

Theorem 2. Condition C] holds ifand only ifthere exists a solution to the ICARE,
‘

i. e., there exists P E 9&0 such that L(P) = 0.

Proof Suficiency. Let
d := supnen.

ieS

Notice that d is well defined since P = (P1,P2, . . .) 6 HQ". Then, from Lemma 3

we evaluate
W(x, i) 5 x’Pix S dllx”2

and C 1 holds.
Necessity. Assuming that Cl holds, Lemma 2 ensures thatM= limrax PT (0) 6

(RE? is a solution to the ICARE. D

In the sequel we clarify the connection between the ICARE and the solution
to the GJLQ problem. We need the next interesting result.

Lemma 4. Assume that condition CI holds and letM e filo. M is the limit in (8)
ifand only ifM is the minimal solution to the ICARE.

ll



Proof Suficiency. Since M is a solution to the ICARE, Theorem 2 provides that
Cl holds and_Lemma 2 ensures that the limit in (8) exists. Now we assume that
the limit is M and we show that M : M. Theorem 1 and Lemma 3 allow us to
write _x’Mix = W(x,i) fix’Mix, Vx e R",i e 8,
which leads to _M 5 M.

On the other hand, Lemma 2 provides that M is a solution for the ICARE, and
from Definition 3, _M 2 M.

Necessity. Since M is the limit in (8), from Lemma 2 we get that M is a
solution for the ICARE. Let us deny the assertion in the theorem and assume that
M is not the minimal solution, i.e., that there exists a solution P to the ICARE and
some x e R” and i e S for which x’Mix > x’Pix. This and Lemma 3 lead to

x'lllix>x’P,-x2 W(x, i). (12)

However, Theorem 1 provides that

W(x, i) = x’Mix

thus contradicting (12). D

The fact that the minimal solution to the ICARE provides the strictly optimal
control for the GJLQ problem is now easy to show.

Theorem 3. LetM be the minimal solution to the ICARE. Then, the optimal con-
trolfor the GJLQ problem is the stationary feedback control

uop,(t) = G9(,)x(t)

where G = —R‘IB’M, and the optimal cost reads as

W (x, i) = x'Mix.

Proof The proof follows immediately from Theorems 1 and 2, and Lemma 4. D

Remark 3. When one deals with the linear quadratic problem restricted to sta-
bilizing controllers, the optimal control is also in the stationary state feedback
form, in a parallel with Theorem 3. However; it is associated with the stabilizing
solution of the ICARE, see [15, Proposition 6.11], which in general is not equal
to M, even in the linear deterministic case, see [20, Theorem 8].
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To finish the section, keeping in mind Proposition 1 that ensures uniqueness
of solutions to the Riccati differential equations, we mention that Lemma 4 im-
mediately leads to uniqueness of the minimal solution to the ICARE. The result is
formalized as follows, and the proof is omitted.

Corollary 2. LetM,N be minimal solutions to the ICARE. Then, M= N.

5 Examples
In this section we present illustrative examples employing a IMJLS with finite
Markov state space. This class of systems is simpler to deal with and still exhibits
the desired properties in the examples.

Example 1. (The minimal solution of the ICARE provides the synthesis of the
optimal control) Consider the system (I) with

A1: [3 If] ; A2 = [3 144]; (13)

Bl = [If/223;32= [342];

Q1 =Q2 = [8 124]; R1 =R2 =1;
—l 1his 4].

Next, in the quest for the optimal control, we consider the Riccati differential
equations in (7); one can check that their (unique) solution is of the form

0 O
.13110) = 3:0 piTU)] , 121,21

and (7) leads to the following set of differential equations

pm = —pf(r) —p£<r>+ ¥<pf<t>>2 — 3 pm) = 0

p50) = —5p{(z) +p§m + finite)? — 3, pm = o

13



Now one can solve the above equations for T —> 00 or equivalently, check that they
have a unique positive stationary solution p1 = 0.5902 2 0, p2 = 0.6401 2 0, thus
obtaining limT_>°° PT (0) = Mwhere

0 0
_ _ 0 o

All—{0 0.5902J’M2_[0 0.6401} (14)

Theorem 1 provides that

[0—1.1804]x(t), 6(t) = l,
uopt“) 2 .

{0 — 1.2802]x(t), otherwise;

W(x, i) = x'Mix.

On the other hand, in the finite Markov state context it is presented in [2] a
method for solving the ICARE, which reaches the minimal solution if and only
if it exists. Employing the method, one can check that M is indeed the minimal
solution to the ICARE, thus verifying the result of Lemma 4 and Theorem 3.

It is interesting to mention that the ICARE have multiple solutions in this
example; for instance, employing the method presented in [9] we find that

X_ 53.35 —8.977 ,X_ 22.73 —1o.00
1‘ —-8.977 2.685 ’ 2" —10.00 6.820

is a (stabilizing) solution to the ICARE. Notice that X > M, in accordance with
Theorem 3.

Example 2. (CI holds despite (A,B,A) is not S—stabilizable) Consider the MJLS
ofExample 1 with

O
_ _ 0

It can be checked by employing standard stabilizability conditions (see e.g. [3])
that (A,B,A) is not S-stabilizable. However, M in (14) still satisfies the ICARE
and Theorem 2 provides that Cl holds.

6 Conclusion
In this paper we examine the GJLQ problem, a linear quadratic problem involv-
ing IMJLS that does not require stabilizability of solutions in any sense, and its
relationship with the associated Riccati equations.
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In connection to the GJLQ problem, we assume that a solution exists when
the optimal cost is bounded (i.e., C1 holds), a condition that can be relaxed to
finiteness of the cost in the scenario of IMJLS with finite Markov state space.
An important feature is that condition CI is weaker than the stabilizability condi-
tion that usually serves as a sufficient condition for existence of solutions to the
ICARE, see Remark 2 and Example 2.

Assuming that Cl holds, the paper shows that the solution to the related
Riccati differential equations (7) converges to a certain M 6 £10 satisfying the
ICARE, as in (8). The paper also shows that M synthesizes the optimal control,
see Theorem 1.

As regards to the ICARE, in Theorem 3 we clarify that ifX is the minimal so—

lution to the ICARE, thenX provides the optimal, stationary, linear state feedback
control, and the optimal cost, as follows:

uopt(t) = —Rg(§)Bg(,)X9(,)x(t)

W(x, i) = x'A’ix,

and we show in Lemma 4 that X is identical to the limit M. En passant, this
provides that the minimal solution is unique. Another remarkable result obtained
here that generalizes previous results is that the ICARE have a nonempty set of
solutions if and only if C1 holds, see Theorem 2.

The results obtained in the paper parallel existing results for linear determin-
istic systems, see e.g. [18], [19] or [20], thus strengthening the relations among
the theory of IMJLS and that of linear deterministic systems.
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